Editor’s Comment

In tribute to our good friend
Eric Roberts
This edition of Ambulance Today
is dedicated to the memory of
our good friend Eric Roberts
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There’ll be one friend less at Ambulance Today’s
Christmas dinner this year because one of our
guests, Eric Roberts of UNISON, has passed away
unexpectedly.
Eric was the Secretary of London Ambulance
UNISON’s branch and for many years the chair of
UNISON’s national ambulance sector. He was also the

      
to hold this post. Despite his many achievements
though, Eric remained a no-nonsense and friendly
Scouse ambulance guy and a passionate Liverpool
FC fan who cared deeply about his fellow ambulance
          
be a part of Ambulance Today before its launch, he
gave me support, encouragement, and wise advice.
Over the years he educated me in a very real sense always warm and witty, he gave me many shrewd and
thoughtful insights, explaining to me why ambulance
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you should all be treated with care and respect at all
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staff such a strong voice in the NHS!
Eric passed away suddenly at the end of November,
having just been diagnosed with cancer. In the days
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and email about an interview we had planned with
him for this very edition. Instead we’ll be running a
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not once complained about fatigue or pain. On the
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For while he was rightly delighted at the honour of
being voted UNISON’s President, he wasn’t egotistical
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allowed him to better galvanize those within UNISON
and those they negotiate with in support of their
membership. Eric’s constant thought was: ‘What issue
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for the people we represent?’
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within the UK ambulance service’s staff-side) Maggie
Dunn, who did me the great favour of introducing
me to Eric. Though now long retired as UNISON’s
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dedicated her life to striving for better conditions for
NHS staff so she’s stayed in touch with her ambulance
friends.
Maggie and Eric were great mates. Both of them
true unionists. Their friendship began when Maggie
as a relatively new regional rep at the time of the
historical ambulance dispute of ’89-’90, needed
advice and support. Eric, already highly-experienced
and immensely well-respected across the UK union
movement, responded to Maggie’s request for help
when she spotted that while a substantial amount of
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to lower populations. Without hesitation Eric, then
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with Roger Poole, the leader of the ambulance dispute,
and together they urged the national fundraising
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committee to ensure that all donations raised in big
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their members equally because sharing care equally is
the fundamental basis of socialism.
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end with the ambulance dispute. He was also one of
the founders of the roles of the modern paramedic
and EMT, sensibly arguing that with the advances
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pigeon-hole them as ‘drivers’ sold them short. He was
also a leading campaigner for gender equality in the
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You’ll notice that while he’s on the rostrum declaiming
away with microphone in hand, he purposefully
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successful campaigns to improve pay and promotion
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Control and then across the board. To Eric it didn’t
matter what gender you were, it only mattered that
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It was in ’93 after the ambulance dispute that
UNISON was created and Eric, Roger and Maggie all
went on to achieve even greater things. Roger Poole,
who became UNISON Assistant General Secretary,
sadly passed away only last year, also of cancer. But
he’s still regularly fondly remembered by his many
UNISON peers; as in: “Do you remember how Roger
negotiated such-and-such during the ambulance
dispute?’ It’s a special thing when somebody dedicates
so much of their energy and intelligence to helping
those around them that they live on after they have
passed on. As with Roger, I feel certain that Eric’s
warm but wise voice will live on.
Eric championed many causes over the years – too
many to list. For many years he headed UNISON’s
Welfare Fund. In particular he was a loyal supporter
of the Cuban ambulance service so when the news
came over the radio just 48 hours after he’d passed
away that so also had the elderly General Castro,
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of this coincidence. Eric was a visionary who saw
the irony of Cuba having so many highly-trained
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physical resources. His sole focus was to ensure that
Cuba received the resources it needed to operate a
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ship loaded with refurbished ambulances he also
helped upgrade their control system and obtain them
donations of equipment and medicines.
You see: to Eric, it didn’t matter whether you lived
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unemployed. Just so long as you were in need or if
you found yourself suffering under somebody else’s
unfair labour system - He’d be there for you… and no
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It only remains to say that myself and all the team here
at Ambulance Today send our heart-felt condolences to
Eric’s family and loved ones. You are all in our thoughts
at this sad time. Eric will be sorely missed by good
ambulance people the world over because he made a
huge difference - and how many people can you truly
say that of?
Declan Heneghan
Editor, Ambulance Today
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